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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
There is so much to talk about and so little time—I know! Biden 4 
says the story that he wants to give every Illegal family 450k is a 5 
bunch of "garbage," and then the very next day the WH sends out 6 
the message that Biden is perfectly fine with it. And the blatant 7 
denials that CRT is being taught in our schools are beyond 8 
offensive—they dodge it by simply renaming what they are 9 
doing—but the bottom line is they are teaching our children to 10 
judge one another by the color of their skin and not by the content 11 
of their character. It's like Fauci, redefining gain of function 12 
research in such a way he can sit there and say he does not support 13 
gain of function research when what he is supporting IS in fact 14 
gain of function research. What do you do when you are dealing 15 
with this sort of snake that slithers left and right smoothly slipping 16 
away from the grip of truth? 17 
It's like trying to pick up mercury—they split, scatter, but then 18 
recombine like nothing ever happened. To use a boxing metaphor, 19 
they dodge, duck, shuffle, side step, cover up, slip, turn, and dance 20 
like the Rand Paul - Fauci rounds — which we will look at today 21 
and will illustrate this perfectly. 22 
But I'm troubled about something. I think we are getting distracted 23 
from being laser focused on the main issues because we are chasing 24 
countermeasures! Know what I mean? When a missile is chasing a 25 
target, countermeasures are released to take the missile off target. 26 
They do this, in part, by putting so many targets in front of the 27 
missile it gets distracted from the PRIMARY TARGET. 28 
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The left is pumping out the countermeasures misdirecting our 29 
missiles. 30 
I can't stress enough the importance that we remain focused on the 31 
2020 STEAL! I realize that the Russian Collusion hoax, the J6 32 
political prisoners, the Pedo-Jabbers, the mandate madness, the 33 
CRT and LGBTQ agenda, the Border insecurity — cannot be 34 
dismissed as mere countermeasures, and so ignored. But they can 35 
become so overwhelming we lose energy and focus on the one 36 
overarching issue that ties them all together. 37 
So, allow me to address this today. 38 
Friends, it's time for your brain massage! 39 
[TRUTH] 40 
We CANNOT forget about the 2020 STEAL and the CCP invasion 41 
of our country. Many news items today serve as flares and chaff to 42 
misdirect our missiles from engaging primary targets. No doubt 43 
our enemies intend this—to get us off focus on real targets. 44 
But we must be careful here, because while I think the CCP attack 45 
on America must remain our PRIMARY TARGET, and specifically 46 
the attack on the PEOPLE's right to choose our representatives, all 47 
these other concerns—the Russian Collusion hoax, the J6 political 48 
prisoners, the Pedo-Jabbers, the whole mandate madness, the CRT 49 
and LGBTQ agenda, and Border insecurity — are part of the attack 50 
— and every one of them is launched upon us FROM THE 2020 51 
ELECTION STEAL. NONE of this would be going forward if the 52 
CCP and their treasonous operatives in our government had not 53 
succeeded to STEAL from the PEOPLE their right to choose their 54 
representatives in government. THAT's THE KEY! We cannot lose 55 
focus on that! 56 
Nevertheless, neither can we afford to ignore what the CCP has 57 
unleashed upon us through the current evil administration of the 58 
betrayer ion chief — Biden and his handlers.  59 
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True! These things can overwhelm us, and divide our attention 60 
until our efforts are diluted and become ineffective. So we need a 61 
strategy that will aggressively address these issues while 62 
REMAINING FOCUSED ON THE PRIMARY TARGET—63 
restoring election integrity. Returning to the PEOPLE their 64 
fundamental RIGHT to choose their representatives. 65 
I totally feel the frustration you must feel that it appears many of 66 
our main stream conservatives have decided to let go of the 67 
STOLEN ELECTION and turn their attention to 2022 and 2024. 68 
Sometimes our conservative spokesmen and women get caught up 69 
in the "flow" of the "narrative" and, frankly, it's easier to move with 70 
the flow and the current narrative — (entendre intended) — than 71 
to always be pushing against it!  72 
We have lost more than one conservative soldier who got washed 73 
away and succumbed to the current. This is a bit hard to explain!  74 
What I mean is trying to swim upstream is a constant fight against 75 
natural inertia coupled with the inclination to move along the path 76 
of least resistance. Of course there are the evildoers who planed 77 
and facilitated the theft of the people's right to choose their 78 
representatives, and they certainly put forward major resistance 79 
against any effort to expose and correct that evil. But there is also 80 
the natural inertia among politicians to continue moving in the 81 
direction to which they are accustomed—and trying to get them to 82 
turn around and move upstream against the enormous resistance 83 
they know they will face if they turn full attention to correcting the 84 
2020 election is something that frankly ADDS resistance against 85 
those who want to get this done. In other words, often, the very 86 
people we might look to for help are reluctant to "get involved." 87 
Inadvertently, they ADD resistance against getting JUSTICE 88 
because of natural inertia. 89 
And then there is the powerful natural urge to move toward an 90 
objective using the paths of least resistance. 91 
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Think about it! If you go head on for full forensic audits in every 92 
state, you are going to face huge opposition from the thieves, and 93 
then additional resistance from those stuck in inertia, and so the 94 
natural thing to do is follow a path that avoids this resistance—and 95 
do you know that that path is? It's okay, so we lost that one, too 96 
bad, let's focus on the next one; let's focus on 2022 and 2024. 97 
And so JUSTICE is DENIED to the PEOPLE! The evildoers got to 98 
steal the PEOPLE's sacred right to choose their representatives, and 99 
then they get to use what they stole from us to put evil men and 100 
women into POWER over us — who are, right now, 101 
PROCEEDING TO STEAL OUR LIBERTIES AND BRING US 102 
INTO TOTAL BONDAGE, TO MAKE US SLAVES. 103 
It allows them to use what they STOLE from us to entrench 104 
themselves even more deeply into our government and into our 105 
lives. It says to them — okay, you've got time to prepare for stealing 106 
2022 and 2024 — you'll have to be a bit more clever, and careful, 107 
but YOU'VE GOT PLENTY OF TIME TO SORT THAT OUT — 108 
because you don't have to look over your shoulder at the prospect 109 
that THE PEOPLE are going to throw you into JAIL for your 110 
crimes — you can count on inertia and the cowardly tendency to 111 
follow the path of least resistance to work in your favor. 112 
Even our strongest allies fall for this. When it comes to the election, 113 
Hannity and Bongino, and I guess all of them really, have GIVEN 114 
UP ON GETTING JUSTICE FOR THE PEOPLE'S RIGHT TO 115 
CHOOSE THEIR ELECTORS. Inertia, and fear of the retaliation 116 
they will experience if they push hard for JUSTICE IN THE 117 
ELECTIONS dissuades them—it's just too much! Inadvertently, 118 
they become facilitators of the STEAL! Ignoring the STEAL is to 119 
facilitate the steal.  120 
The resistance we face against pushing for forensic audits and 121 
FIGHTING the fierce resistance you will face — I get it; it's easier 122 
to go along with the force of the current and move WITH it — and 123 
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say, oh well, lost that one, it was bad what they did, it was theft, it 124 
was evil. But there is no DEMAND to CORRECT it! They throw 125 
up their hands in defeat! They are cornered and don't have the 126 
courage, or conviction, to fight their way out of the corner. The 127 
WRONG hit them, repeatedly, there is no precedent for 128 
overturning a presidential election — really? That defeats you! 129 
What a wimp! There is no legal precedent for STEALING AN 130 
ELECTION either! Who does not know that a thief DOES NOT 131 
GET TO KEEP WHAT HE STOLE? MAKE PRECEDENT — don't 132 
you know NOTHING has PRECEDENT until it's DONE? You 133 
don't need PRECEDENT — you need to have the good sense to 134 
know that all the nonsense that went on in this election was, well, 135 
WRONG — and the courage to DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT! 136 
But because when we start DOING something the backlash is 137 
severe, and strong and persistent, many of our leaders turn down 138 
stream, and go with oh well, 2020 was stolen, let's LET THEM 139 
HAVE WHAT THEY STOLE AND LET'S COMPLAIN ABOUT 140 
WHAT THEY ARE DOING WITH WHAT THEY STOLE — but, 141 
hey, we'll fix it in 2022 and 2024. 142 
YIELD to the theft — and start talking about 2022 and 2024 — 143 
perfect, now you are moving WITH THE FLOW of the ENEMY 144 
and giving them all the time they need to set up the next STEAL. 145 
And now, holding the power they have stolen, they can use it to put 146 
everything in place they need to STEAL IT AGAIN! Meanwhile, 147 
the Red Dragon in Beijing licks his chops, and sharpens his chop-148 
sticks, preparing for the anticipated MEAL of chop suey — used by 149 
some outlier group as a metaphor for suicide; the group's lead 150 
singer, I think, anyway, a member of the band said anyone who 151 
likes their music and Trump is a hypocrite — so you know where 152 
that guy is coming from — CHOP SUEY baby — yo dragon, scrape 153 
the splinters off your chop sticks, catch the drools, lick the chops—154 
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cause even conservatives here are in the kitchen cooking up your 155 
chop suey. 156 
I'm just sayin' — yielding to the thieves the stolen power to reign 157 
like tyrants over us is well, like helping in the kitchen with the 158 
"chop suey" — national SUICIDE!  159 
I guess you could say it's the conservative's version of let the thieves 160 
come into stores and steal up to 950 dollars of goods; is that the CA 161 
limit? Let them just walk out with almost a 1000 dollars worth of 162 
stuff — and do nothing. Just stand there and WATCH THEM, on 163 
VIDEO, STEALING THE ELECTION — and the LAW does 164 
NOTHING! Don't you get it? Let them terrorize our cities and the 165 
LAW DOES NOTHING. Let them steal our elections and the LAW 166 
DOES NOTHING. 167 
THE PERPETRATORS DON'T CARE IF YOU COMPLAIN SO 168 
LONG AS YOU DO NOTHING MORE! 169 
So, here is the thing! The wicked will continually operate just 170 
beyond the reach of justice so long as TRUTH remains in the 171 
STREET, and not on the PILLAR where JESUS SET IT. 172 
You know that JESUS set the CHURCH in the world as the 173 
PILLAR and GROUND of the TRUTH!  174 
And so long as the CHURCH kicks TRUTH to the curb and 175 
refuses to SPEAK TRUTH to the LIES Satan is using to BLIND 176 
MEN's MINDS so he can keep the light of the GLORIOS GOSPEL 177 
from penetrating their conscience — have you ever thought about 178 
what this means? 179 
Hold on through the break and we'll talk about it on the other side. 180 
I know many listen to me who do not attend church and who are 181 
not particularly committed to the BIBLE as the WORD of GOD. 182 
Please consider! See where we have come as a nation since we 183 
turned our back on the BIBLE. I'll be right back. 184 
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Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 185 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 186 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 187 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 188 
liberty. 189 
There is so much to deal with! I think it's important to address 190 
issues like the pandemic fraud including the mask and vaccine 191 
mandate madness — (I mean, it's a madness. I saw a video of this 192 
guy who rolled up to a fast food service window to pick up his 193 
coffee and the idiot spent at least four or five minutes spraying the 194 
cup with what I guess was sanitizer before he would take it, then 195 
threw the lid into the store and left—and the lay on the plane who 196 
flipped out because the person in the seat next to her did not have 197 
proof of his vaccination status—I mean there are people who are 198 
losing their minds over all this)—, the J6 insurrection fraud, the 199 
whole woke thing—you know, pronoun Nazis, CRT pushed on our 200 
children—parents bringing a book available to the children and 201 
reading parts of it to a school board only to have the school board 202 
object that the material was not suitable??—it's totally insane— and 203 
all of this needs to be addressed with the TRUTH of GOD's WORD 204 
in order to BREAK the HOLD of blindness on the minds of these 205 
people so the LIGHT of the GLORIOUS GOSPEL can break in 206 
upon their darkness and guide them to TRUTH. 207 
Consider the supernatural POWER of the JAB — it turns kids into 208 
super heroes and provides protection against ALL DISEASES! 209 
Unvaccinated looking smarter every day!1 A vaccine that does not 210 
protect the vaccinated and does not prevent them from spreading 211 
the disease mandated on people who are unvaccinated and many 212 
who have natural immunity that DOES protect from the disease 213 
and DOES prevent spreading it—so, yeah; you know it's not about 214 
                                     
1 https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/10/the_unvaccinated_are_looking_smarter_every_week.html# 
.YWyIp3Uc1bo.twitter 
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the disease caused by SARS-CoV-2, it's about getting everyone 215 
under the Gates/Fauci NEEDLES. 216 
12,000 Air Force personnel ready to walk away over vaccine 217 
mandates.2 1,887 Washington State employees fired or walk off job 218 
over mandates.3 Eleven states filing lawsuits against Biden's vaccine 219 
mandate — trying to force it on employers through OSHA — MO, 220 
AZ, ME, MT, AK, IO, N. Dakota, S. Dakota, ALASKA, N. 221 
Hampshire, and Wyoming. I heard DeSantis say FL would be 222 
joining in.  223 
Paul sets Fauci's "pants on fire.4 Wow — can't wait to go over this 224 
with you in our Comfort & Counsel visit tonight. 225 
COVID censorship is destroying US media credibility worldwide.5 226 
Pastor in Canada told what to preach by the government. CCP!6 227 
There is a change in the air! — Tuesday was a seismic shift! What 228 
does it tell us? Right? 229 
Edward Durr, the trucker that ran over Sweeny — in New Jersey — 230 
right? Yeah, Durr spent well under 5,000 total, only 153 of his own 231 
money, and beat a life long Democrat who served as President of 232 
the Senate in NJ for, well, ever — who pumped a cool million into 233 
his campaign and this guy out of nowhere comes up and beats him. 234 
Murphy is hanging on by a thread—by a Dominion machine 235 
failure — yeah, 56 Dominion machines were shut down before 236 
they were counted — Jack Ciatrelli was leading, but then at 1:54 237 
they stopped counting, and in the morning Murphy was up — but 238 

                                     
2 https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/over-12000-air-force-personnel-poised-not-to-meet-covid-19-vaccine-mandate-
deadline_4059907.html?v=ul 
3 https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/nearly-1900-washington-state-employees-quit-or-were-fired-over-covid-19-vaccine-
mandate_4058912.html?v=ul 
4 855.17.4 
5 https://theexpose.uk/2021/08/29/the-trusted-news-initiative-a-bbc-led-organisation-censoring-public-health-experts-who-oppose-
the-official-narrative-on-covid-19/ 
6 https://flagandcross.com/tyranny-canadian-pastor-forced-by-govt-to-repeat-medical-experts-from-the-pulpit/ 
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there are 56 machines holding votes that have not yet been counted 239 
— so, we'll see. That would be a HUGE upset. 240 
As you know in Virginia it went very badly for the DEMS — or did 241 
it? The guy that won is a soft conservative — and some think this 242 
was not a win for conservatism — we'll see. Some think this race 243 
was allowed to go to the Republicans as a way of sending the 244 
message, see, mail in ballots don't interfere with outcomes. Keep 245 
watching. 246 
Then there is the INDICTMENT — Danchenko arrested for 247 
alleged conspiracy to commit fraud by lying to the FBI. 248 
Many believe this is big! Danchenko will give up everything 249 
pointing to Hillary, all the media colluders. 250 
Others, like Bongino, think maybe it's just chum in the water to 251 
misdirect the patriots. He thinks they are developing an escape 252 
hatch for Hillary and the DEM party: Danchenko fooled them all. 253 
Make him the scapegoat. [Raises the question: how does Durham 254 
get justice in a Biden admin. He has to slowly increase the heat. 255 
Read through indictment, much seriously damaging information 256 
— here what it appears this guy was. 257 
The Trump Russia collusion story started with Danchenko. PR 258 
chairman who worked for CLINTONS fed the story to Danchenko.  259 
So it's hoped it will provide a trail that leads to Hillary. 260 
How does Durham get JUSTICE in a BIDEN ADMIN? 261 
Did the DOJ allow for this Durham indictment arrest to say look, 262 
we did something, so they can walk away from it. This middleman 263 
made it all up and it is all on him. DID THEY GET TO 264 
DURHAM? Big problem is why is it taking so long—? Charles 265 
Dolan, Clinton operative, we now know, fed story to Danchenko 266 
who fed it to FBI. 267 
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There is a line of thought that says when you hear Natasha 268 
Bertrand, Adam Goldman, Charlie Savage, David Corn, Rachel 269 
Maddow — all together admitting the Dossier was FAKE — there 270 
is no way they do this unless it's part of the PLAN to dodge justice. 271 
It means this is not the big deal we want it to be.  272 
Bongino's concern should be noted: Danchenko stops you from 273 
making the case that it was a conspiracy because it positions him as 274 
a total scapegoat to take it all. Yeah but there is the thing about 275 
Charles Dolan, an operative of Clinton — what about that? 276 
So, the idea is that we all know the NY Times is the stenographers 277 
of the DS. Remember, the NY Times took lead pushing the story 278 
that the Dossier was credible — but now NY Times Savage and 279 
Goldman — suddenly flip on this and refers to the Dossier as a 280 
compendium of rumors and unproved assertions. Without even 281 
blinking an eye — as if this was what they understood all along. 282 
And then throw all the blame on the Scapegoat—it's like, we will 283 
give you this admission that the dossier was fake, and you back off 284 
pursuing this to the ultimate source. Maybe! 285 
But it could be just another MOVE on the part of the 286 
Hillary/Obama/Soros triumvirate to escape arrest — or it's that and 287 
this! This is the latest move by Durham and what you are seeing 288 
from the LEFT is the countermove by the enemy! 289 
But in my opinion, these guys admitting they were totally WRONG 290 
about the Dossier is huge no matter how you look at it. Come on! 291 
The Left can only take so much exposure before they will be totally 292 
exposed as FAKE NEWS. They lose credibility among their own 293 
every time this happens — Biden is already swirling in the toilet in 294 
the polls among his own base. 295 
Now patriots can counter their liberal friends with this solid 296 
admission that everything they BELIEVED about Trump colluding 297 
with Russia was WRONG, it was a LIE, and the left fell for it. 298 
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Brit Hume said “The allegations cast new uncertainty on some past 299 
reporting on the dossier by news organizations, including The 300 
Washington Post.”7 Uh, ya think? 301 
So, all this is going on! And on, and on, and on! And we are 302 
chasing all these flares and chaff — and we must. Because while it's 303 
true that the STOLEN ELECTION is the PRIMARY target — we 304 
are forced to deal with all that has been unleashed on us because of 305 
the stolen election. Just, don't forget, THE PRIMARY TARGET 306 
THAT FIXES EVERYTHING IS CORRECTING THE 2020 307 
STOLEN ELECTION. 308 
But let me return to my opening theme: so long as the CHURCH is 309 
kicking TRUTH to the curb, in the streets of the world, the wicked 310 
will continue to do their evil deed just outside the reach of justice. 311 
Read Isaiah 59:14 and you'll understand. You don't have a Bible? 312 
Okay, I'll read it to you: "Judgment is turned away backward, and 313 
justice standeth afar off: for truth is fallen in the street, and equity 314 
cannot enter." Search your own heart right now and answer this 315 
question. Does anyone think this would be happening if America, 316 
as a nation, as a whole, had not turned her back on God? I know 317 
some will answer this question differently than others, but I'm 318 
asking my audience. You know that none of this would have been 319 
tolerated by our Founders or by their generation, nor would it have 320 
been tolerated by our great grand parents or even our grand 321 
parent's generation — but seeds that were planted back then have 322 
grown into our current position — seeds of rationalism, throwing 323 
the Bible and prayer out of our schools, ripping down the Ten 324 
Commandments and putting up the LGBTQ flag instead — it has 325 
been a process of turning our BACKS to the GOD of our 326 
FOUNDERS — and the CHURCH, which JESUS placed in the 327 
earth to be the PILLAR AND GROUND of the TRUTH has gone 328 
along with it in great measure.  329 
                                     
7 https://twitter.com/brithume/status/1456443161987981313?s=11 
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Hear the rebuke of GOD from the prophet Jeremiah: "The 330 
prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear rule by their means; 331 
and my people love to have it so: and what will ye do in the end 332 
thereof?" We are seeing "the end thereof" and what will you do? 333 
That's the question! 334 
Jeremiah answers: "Return, ye backsliding children, and I will heal 335 
your backslidings." 336 
Come back to the HOUSE of GOD, —THE PILLAR AND 337 
GROUND OF THE TRUTH.  338 
You know the LIGHTHOUSE stands, wrestles, and resists. At the 339 
LIGHTHOUSE, the TRUTH is on the PILLAR — it is not kicked 340 
aside in the streets. This is the only way we get JUSTICE to ENTER 341 
— when TRUTH is honored on the PILLAR where JESUS PUT IT. 342 
The CHURCH has the TRUTH we need for TODAY! 343 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 344 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 345 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 346 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 347 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 348 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 349 
lights off? 350 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 351 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 352 
email. 353 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 354 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 355 


